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As a fundamenntal processs for conveerting kinettic to therm
mal
energy, collisionleess shocks are ubiquittous throughout the he‐
liosphe
ere and asttrophysical systems, from Earth’s magne
eto‐
sphere to superrnova remnants. Wh
hile these shocks ha
ave
by spacecraaft, telesco
opes, and nu‐
n
been studied for decades b
merical simulatioons, theree remain kkey open questions in
shock physics,
p
such as: How
w do shocks acceleratte particless to
extrem
mely high energies? or How are particles h
heated across
a shock? Laborattory experriments thu
us providee a significa
ant
opportunity to bboth complement sspacecraft and remo
ote
sensingg observatiions with w
well‐contro
olled and w
well‐diagnossed
datasetts, and to help benchmark num
merical sim
mulations that
bridge laboratoryy and astrop
physical syystems.
his talk, I w
will discusss recent reesults from
m experiments
In th
and sim
mulations oon the form
mation and
d evolution
n of collisio
on‐
less shocks creatted through the interaction of a superso
onic
on and maagnetized aambient plas‐
laser‐driven magnetic pisto
ma. Through advaanced diaggnostics a ffast, high‐M
Mach‐numb
ber
particle velo
ocity distrib
bu‐
shock is observedd. Direct prrobing of p
tions reveals the coupling between tthe piston and ambie
ent
plasmaas that is a key step in
n forming m
magnetized
d collisionless
shocks. Particle‐in‐cell simulations fu
urther detaail the sho
ock
formation processs, the role of collision
nality, and the dynam
mics
of multti‐ion‐species ambien
nt plasmas. I will also
o discuss how
this experimental platform complemeents spaceccraft missio
ons
and can
n allow novvel investiggations of sshock heatting and parti‐
cle acce
eleration.
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